Ziemann+Bauer Brings Speed, Accuracy, and Multilingual Capability to Its Document Creation

Ziemann+Bauer GmbH is a subsidiary of the international Ziemann Group and the world’s major production site for brewing vessels and brewery tanks. Ziemann+Bauer manufactures its vessels with uncompromising quality on a 150,000-square meter campus in Bürgstadt, Germany.

Challenges

- Speed and customize generation of business documentation in the different departments
- Consolidate data from the various divisions of the company to reduce costs, paper, and resources
- Enable publication of multilingual documentation throughout the group via intranet and e-mail

Solution

- Implemented Oracle BI Publisher, achieving innovative and simple reporting methodologies for all kinds of documents
- Consolidated complex data structures for fast, transparent access to various data sources, including Web services, databases, and XML data
- Using Oracle’s publishing capabilities to generate forms, circulars, labels, management dashboards, business documentation, official documentation and data
- Supported multilingual documentation, aiding communication and collaboration
- Enabled flexible layout design in Microsoft Word, Excel, or Adobe Acrobat
- Delivered universal access to the documentation generated by Oracle BI Publisher via an intranet portal

“Oracle BI Publisher opens up completely new possibilities for the generation of business documentation and the presentation of business information across divisions.”
– Dieter Schuster, IT Manager, Ziemann+Bauer GmbH